
Japan Kumano
Kodo Walking

8 Days



Japan Kumano Kodo
Walking

Embark on this immersive journey that contrasts Japan's cityscapes with its spiritual

countryside and ancient pilgrimage traditions on the Kii peninsula. Start in Osaka,

the bustling business hub that embodies all one expects from modern-day Japan,

and end in Kyoto, Japan's former capital for a thousand years and the repository of its

cultural heritage. Over the five days in between, hike along the Nakahechi section of

the UNESCO-listed Kumano Kodo, an age-old web of pilgrimage routes. Soak up the

spectacular scenery, marvel at sacred shrines, rest in ryokan inns, dine on the freshest

local ingredients, and end long days of hiking by relaxing in natural hot springs.

Arrive: Osaka, Japan

Depart: Kyoto, Japan

Duration: 8 Days

Group Size: 5–15 Guests

Minimum Age: 12 Years Old

Activity Level:

.

Details Testimonials

“Great experience every time with some of the most
knowledgeable guides in their fields. We always
come home with wonderful memories of the people
we meet and things we see.”

Bob J.

“We have traveled throughout the world, but never
experienced a level of service and attention to detail
as we did with MT Sobek.“

Dennis G.

1-800-974-0300 info@mtsobek.com



REASON #01

MT Sobek is a legendary operator

in Japan and has offered walking

trips in Japan for over 20 years.

REASON #02

Our itinerary has been designed

so that each walking day ends

up at a unique onsen or ryokan.

REASON #03

Gain an understanding of the grand

Shinto shrines and local pilgrims

who frequent this fascinating route.

                ACTIVITIES

Four days of moderate hiking,

cultural touring on foot, with easy

walks to explore historical wonders.

 LODGING

Stay in traditional ryokans (inns)

and unwind in onsen (hot springs)

while on the Kumano Kodo, and

comfortable hotels with modern

amenities in Kyoto and Osaka.

CLIMATE

Spring and fall temperatures range

from the mid 60°Fs to the high

70°Fs/low 80°Fs. The rainy season

in Japan is from mid-June through

July. Fall months can be slightly

wetter than the spring months.

 Tomomi was born and raised in Tokyo. After completing her

degree in international relations, she studied in the UK and the

US. Later she lived in Hawaii and Israel for years and traveled

extensively in Europe, the US and Middle East. She now lives in

Tokyo, close to its center and loves gardening, walking, cycling

and yoga. Tomomi enjoys guiding and sharing her knowledge

of both traditional and urban cultures of Japan. Meet Tomomi

on MT Sobek's adventures in Japan.

Tomomi Shimazu

 Toshiyuki Kida was born in Nagano Prefecture, Japan, and

grew up in Sekiyama in Niigata Prefecture. His interest in travel

became apparent from the very moment he played with a globe

as a child and it turned into a life-long passion. After graduating

from university in 1978, he moved to Canada and now divides

his time between Canada and Japan. Toshiyuki Kida has guided

the Nakasendo and Kumano Kodo trails since 2013. He has

traveled to over 200 cities in 25 countries in America, Europe,

and Asia.

Toshi Kida

1-800-974-0300 info@mtsobek.com
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                                                                Itinerary
MEET IN JAPAN’S ‘SECOND CAPITAL’ OSAKA

Arrive at Osaka airport and join your transfer to the hotel. At 7pm, meet with your Mountain Travel Sobek guide

and other tour participants in the hotel lobby for a short orientation, then head to a nearby restaurant for the

welcome reception and dinner.

DAY 1

Meals: D

EMBARK ON THE KUMANO KODO NAKAHECHI TRAIL

Today enjoy the train ride along the coast of the Kii peninsula to Takijiri, the traditional starting point of the

ancient Kumano Kodo pilgrimage. Embark on the Nakahechi trail, a route that links three of the most important

Shinto and Buddhist shrines, along the way dotted with smaller shrines called oji. Finish this first hike at the

mountainside Takahara village, whose nickname kiri-no-sato translates to 'village in the mist.' Wrap up the day

unwinding in Japanese baths at the ryokan inn.

DAY 2

Activity: 3 miles/2-3 hours hiking with 820' elevation gain

Meals: B, L, D

EXPLORE THE MOUNTAINS BETWEEN TAKAHARA & CHIKATSUYU

Continue eastward along the Nakahechi pilgrimage trail, and dive deeply into the sacred ambiance of hinoki

(Japanese cypress), oak and cherry forests. Along the way, spot small bodhisattva statues that honor Jizo, the

patron saint of travelers; old cha-ya (tea houses) that provided rest to pilgrims right up until the early 20th

century; and find Gyuba-douji, a small stone statue depicting a man riding astride a cow and horse. Descend to

the quiet village of Chikatsuyu for a transfer to the inn for dinner.

DAY 3

Activity: 7 miles / 4 hours hiking with 1,150' elevation gain and 1,180' elevation loss

Meals: B, L, D

MARVEL AT HONGU TAISHA & EXPLORE THE ANCIENT SHUGENDO RELIGIONDAY 4
From Chikatsuyu, follow the trail up to Nonaka and Tsugizakura-oji, one of the many small shrines along the

route. Nobles would rest at these sub-shrines, called oji, to refresh themselves and compose poems. Next,

transfer from the Nonaka to Hosshinmon-oji and hike through scenic ridgetop villages to reach Hongu Taisha,

This is one of the Three Grand Shrines and is dedicated to Shinto's main deity, the sun goddess Amaterasu. En

route, meet a local Shugendo monk to learn about this syncretic faith that draws on multiple spiritual traditions.

From there, marvel at the stunning Oyunohara Torii gate, which is one of the largest in the world! The gate marks
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the spot where the Shinto shrine was originally located and is a scenic and peaceful destination. Transfer to

Kawayu Onsen for an overnight stay.

Activity: 6 miles/4 hours hiking with 780' elevation gain and loss

Meals: B, L, D

TAKE IN YUNOMINE ONSEN & CRUISE THE KUMANO RIVER

Soak up the cool shade of the forested Danichi-goe trail that connects Hongu Taisha with Yunomine Onsen,

where pilgrims used to perform purification rituals. Take a scenic boat ride on the Kumano River that connects

Hongu Taisha to Hayatama Taisha, the second Grand Shrine. Explore its precincts on foot, then take a coastal

train journey to the small port and fishing town of Kii Katsuura.

DAY 5

Activity: 1.7 miles/1.5 hours hiking with 855' elevation gain and 670' elevation loss

Meals: B, L, D

DISCOVER NACHI TAISHA & TRAVEL TO KYOTO

The third Great Shrine awaits today at the top of Daimon-zaka, a cobblestone staircase that runs through cedar

forests and bamboo groves up to the majestic sacred landmarks. Admire the Buddhist Seiganto-ji pagoda,

poised in front of the mighty Nachi waterfall, then marvel at the Nachi Taisha shrine, a visit that completes

the pilgrimage to the Grand Shrines of Kumano. On your afternoon train journey to Kyoto, enjoy a traditional

Japanese take-out bento box for lunch.

DAY 6

Activity: 1 mile/1 hour hiking with 656' elevation gain

Meals: B, L, D

ROAM THE TEMPLES OF KYOTO & ATTEND A TEA CEREMONY

Take a train to Fushimi Inari shrine, dedicated to the Inari spirit, protector of rice cultivation famous for thousands

of Torii gates that snake up the mountainside. Next, explore the sights of Kyoto's cultural district of Higashiyama

and walk up to the 8th-century Kiyomizu temple to admire city panoramas from its expansive veranda. End on a

high note with a ritual tea ceremony, steeped in the ichi-go ichi-e philosophy that deems each encounter unique

and inimitable. Take in the mesmerizing streetscapes of Kyoto on the walk back to the hotel, where you'll enjoy

farewell dinner.

DAY 7

Meals: B, L, D
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BID FAREWELL TO JAPAN

On the last day of your tour, transfer to Kansai International Airport or Osaka International Airport (Itami).

DAY 8

Meals: B



Apr 19 - 26, 2023

May 24 - 31, 2023

Sep 20 - 27, 2023

Oct 25 - Nov 1, 2023

Nov 15 - 22, 2023

Mar 3 - 10, 2024

Mar 13 - 20, 2024

Mar 23 - 30, 2024

Apr 17 - 24, 2024

May 15 - 22, 2024

May 24 - 31, 2024

Sep 25 - Oct 2, 2024

Oct 23 - 30, 2024

Nov 13 - 20, 2024

Nov 27 - Dec 4, 2024
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PRICE INCLUDES

Expertise and services of our experienced
adventure guides

All accommodations as noted in the itinerary

All breakfasts, almost all lunches and dinners as
noted in the itinerary

Snacks and water between meals

Additional regional guides and experts on many
trips

Comprehensive Trip Planner with detailed pre-trip
information

Private guided tours at historic sites, museums,
wineries and other select attractions as noted in the
itinerary

Special events and other select attractions as
mentioned in the itinerary

All gratuities at hotels and restaurants

Equipment and experienced guides for activities as
described in the itinerary

Park and other entry fees (unless otherwise noted)

Fares for trains, ferries and other modes of travel as
listed in the itinerary

Select transfers as mentioned in the itinerary

Baggage transfers and porterage

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE

International airfare, airport taxes, and excess
baggage fees

Alcoholic beverages (MT Sobek provides wine at
select events)

Gratuities for MT Sobek guides and guide-drivers

Travel Protection Program

Personal expenses
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